
Fill in the gaps

Silence by Michael Kiske & Amanda Somerville

Is it just a dream

Or is it just a deja vu from nowhere?

I hide myself

My  (1)________________  where hurt  (2)________  ago

Just curious in the  (3)____________  of a lonely road

I turn myself away  (4)______________  the day

I'm running in the night

Got nowhere else to hide

I'm looking through this wounding heart inside me

I'm  (5)______________   (6)______________  aim

No destination  (7)______________  rain

Or is it just the end my lonely road

Hear it now

I  (8)____________  how can  (9)________________  hurt

Hear it now

When silence speaks  (10)____________  than words

No regret

Another morning in another place

No  (11)______________  back,

Just turn myself away

There is innocence

And silence that starts long ago

A destiny without you

I'm running in the night

Got  (12)______________   (13)________  to hide

I'm looking through  (14)________  wounding 

(15)__________  inside me

I'm  (16)______________   (17)______________  aim

No destination  (18)______________  rain

Or is it just the end my lonely road

I am  (19)__________  for a fight

No  (20)____________  how you try

I  (21)__________  be the one surviving without fortress

I would  (22)________  my broken heart

You can't tear it apart

Or is it just the end my lonely road

Hear it now

I  (23)____________  how can feelings hurt

Hear it now

When silence speaks louder than words

Hear it now

I walk the boulevard of  (24)____________  dreams

Hear it now

No matter if

If my end is near
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. feelings

2. long

3. middle

4. through

5. walking

6. without

7. pouring

8. wonder

9. feelings

10. louder

11. looking

12. nowhere

13. else

14. this

15. heart

16. walking

17. without

18. pouring

19. ready

20. matter

21. would

22. mend

23. wonder

24. lonely
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